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NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following types of IPv6 address assignments does
DHCPv6 support? (Choose three.)
A. Assignments of normal IPv6 addresses that can be renewed.
B. Assignments of IPv6 prefixes that can be used for routing or
further assignments.
C. Assignments of anonymous IPv6 addresses whose assignment is
not logged by the DHCPv6 server.
D. Assignments of temporary IPv6 addresses that cannot be
renewed.
E. Assignments of blacklisted IPv6 addresses that should no
longer be used.
Answer: A,B,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
The Orders form, you want to enable users to use Microsoft
Excel to create and print an invoice for the customer. The file
should be created on the user's computer so that it can be
printed with the local printer.
Which WebUtil package would you use to implement this
requirement?
A. WEBUTIL_UTIL
B. CLIENT_OLE2
C. CLIENT_HOST
D. CLIENT_GET_FILE_NAME
E. CLIENT_TEXT_IO
F. CLIENT_Win_API
G. WEBUTIL_FILE
Answer: B
Explanation:
Note: Performing OLE Automation on the Client
You can use any OLE2 package on the client by prefixing it with
CLIENT_. You can see the list of the OLE2 package procedures
and functions in the Forms Builder ObjectNavigator under the
Built-in Packages node.
Note 2: With WebUtil, you can do the following on the
clientmachine: open a file dialog box, read and write image or
text files, execute operating system commands, perform OLE
automation, and obtain information about the client machine
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